
 
 

 

Further Gold Anomalies at West Wanganui 
Strategic Elements (ASX: SOR) is pleased to announce highly anomalous gold sampling, with up to 
24.33 g/t gold in panned concentrate samples draining from virgin exploration ground at the West 
Wanganui prospect on the South Island, New Zealand. 
 
The Company is the first explorer into most parts of the heavily vegetated area. Panned concentrate 
samples are taken from each catchment in such areas to indicate whether gold mineralisation is 
potentially buried under the vegetation cover. Key panned concentrate results include 24.33 g/t, 
14.49 g/t, 4.07 g/t, 3.54 g/t, 1.83 g/t and 1.17 g/t gold, from the Frazer Stream area. 

 
Sample 7313 with 24.33 g/t Au is highly significant as this creek also had granite dyke in float coming 
from further upstream. Sample 7310 from the adjacent tributary north, contained 4.07 g/t Au, which 
is also highly prospective, as the gold could be sourced from the same area as sample 7313. These 
samples were taken over 700m apart. 
 
As previously announced, the Company recently conducted the first ever geophysical survey over a 
small part of the area.1 The Company is currently interpreting the survey. However the initial data 
shows a magnetic anomaly cutting across Frazer Stream. Sample 7306 with 14.49 g/t Au is important 
as it was taken directly downstream from this section of the magnetic anomaly. 
 
Continued sampling in the West Wanganui area continues to discover gold anomalies in areas that 
have never been sampled before.   
 
The West Wanganui and Golden Blocks Goldfield prospects are situated in the same 131km2 permit 
and are located in the same belt of shale/slate and sandstone rocks. Both have little to no modern 
exploration. 
 
New data from systematic exploration within the permit is rapidly building a picture of a shale /slate 
belt with significant potential for new gold discoveries and depth/strike extension of historic gold 
mines. 
 
 

         

First Ever Pan Concentrate of 
drainage returns 24.35 g/t 

First ever Pan Concentrate of 
drainage returns 14.49 g/t  
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Systematic Geochemistry and Geophysics 
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Full Au Panned Concentrate Results: 
 
SAMPLE Au (ppm) 

7301 0.5 

7302 0.21 

7303 3.54 

7304 0.09 

7305 1.17 

7306 14.49 

7307 0.9 

7308 0.01 

7309 0.03 

7310 4.07 

7311 1.83 

7312 0.034 

7313 24.33 

7314 0.07 

7315 0.29 
 
 
 

The information in this report that relates to Exploration Results is based on information compiled by Geoffrey Price, who is 
a Member of The Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, and a Member of the Australian Institute of Geoscientists. 
Geoffrey Price is the principal of Geopex Ltd., a mineral exploration services company, based in Christchurch, New Zealand. 
Geoffrey Price has sufficient experience that is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration 
and to the activity that he is undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2004 Edition of the ‘Australasian 
Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves’. Geoffrey Price consents to the inclusion 
in the report of the matters based on his information in the form and context in which it appears”. 

 
Golden Blocks Project covers a historic producing goldfield with little modern exploration.  
West Wanganui Project contains gold in granite dyke float and shale/slate hosted gold workings. 
Hohonu Project covers over 10 separate intrusions with several primary areas of rare metal (rare 
earths, tungsten, tin,) mineralization.  
Reefton South Project is along strike (and under cover) several kilometres from past producing 
mines of the prolific Reefton goldfield.  
Blue Mountain Project and Mandamus Project both contain known intrusive bodies, significant 
sulphide mineralization and potential for rare metals.  
 

For all enquiries please contact: 
Mr. Charles Murphy 
Managing Director  
Telephone: +61 8 9278 2788 
Email: admin@strategicelements.com.au 
Web: www.strategicelements.com.au 

 
 
 
1
Announced on 23/08/2013 
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